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As the (Credit Union) World Turns
Embracing the Opportunity Change Provides
By David Jacobson,	Founder	and	President	of	GrooveCar,	Inc.

Some good advice in starting and growing a business 
is to be nimble, know your audience, expect the un-
expected and stay the course.
 These truisms certainly carried their weight 
the past decade when we launched a business model 

in a fickle and uncertain economic environment. We knew from 
the get-go that we wanted to build on our automotive upbringing 
and savvy and, at the same time, help educate and integrate the 
credit union community into becoming an important part of the 
auto-buying world, which was certainly not the case.
 Even a year later, when indirect lending became an impor-
tant ingredient for us, community charter credit unions were an 
anomaly – they did not exist.
 Our plan was clear. We had to reach out and assemble the 
northeastern US region’s largest credit unions, and together 
make the battle cry that credit unions could not only compete, 
but succeed, in the automotive indirect lending arena. We did 
this, and as a result, the program took off with several large 
anchor credit unions leading the charge.
 The single message and team philosophy served us well 
for several years. As an automotive product, we represented the 
credit unions en	masse. We provided quality customer service, 
a cooperative dealer network, a robust website, and clear guid-
ance to our credit union constituency. Moreover, each credit 
union would benefit based on the quality and consistency of 
their marketing message to members. 
 Consequently, it wasn’t long before one of our credit unions 
– Bethpage Federal Credit Union – was approved for a com-
munity charter. This was one of the nation’s largest, based on 
geographic population. 
 Call this a “quiet revolution,” but once the dust settled, it 
was clear that the credit union community would never be the 
same. In the formative years, no one knew how things would 
shake out, particularly since credit unions were bound by their 
SEG-based charter, which limited their ability to grow and gain 

market share. However, suddenly, one of their own became a 
competitive threat and credit union after credit union converted 
to community charter. 
 Opportunity brought challenges. We were faced with the 
realization that we had to change with the times or get washed 
away by them. So we painstakingly researched and fine-tuned 
how we would continue to be the solution credit unions re-
quired in order to service their members and grow their auto 
lending business. 
 The strategy was to provide each credit union with a per-
sonal identity while still using the power of the credit union 
movement as the driving force. Like a football team, each player 
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has critical personal goals, but the championship belongs to the 
team. After all, the team provided the ability for the individual to 
succeed.
 Many in the banking community felt community charter 
credit unions would cannibalize themselves. The credit unions 
in this region, however, had the ability to see the larger picture. 
They did not lose sight that gaining market share as a movement, 
and building the credit union brand as a whole, was critical 
their individual success. This occurred even to the point of fos-
tering competition among their peers, which turned out to be 
healthy.
 But you cannot rest on your laurels either, especially since 
the competitive world of auto financing does not stand still. In-
novations such as our recent iPhone/iPad App continues to play 
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a vital role in the ongoing success of the program. The addi-
tion of new lending products (i.e., leasing and balloon loans), 
cutting edge promotions, and industry leading customer service 
continue to separate GrooveCar and its credit union partners 
from the crowded auto lending landscape. By keeping a finger 
on the pulse, we communicate daily detailed information and 
guidance to credit unions. 
 The transformation of credit unions from SEG-based char-
ter to community charter came with many new challenges. Our 
ability and the credit unions’ willingness to maintain this coop-
erative environment has paid off. While our credit union market 
share is at an all-time high and the dealer network more coop-
erative than ever, we are well aware of the ongoing challenges 
we will continue to face. The only certainty is change and the 
challenges that come along with it. We cannot fear change, but 
must embrace the opportunity that change provides. 

David	Jacobson	is	the	founder	and	president	of	GrooveCar,	
Inc.
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The Conflicted Psyche of the 
American Consumer

To Spend or Not to Spend? 
The American economy is 70 percent consumer spending, so getting out of this recession means 

consumers need to spend. However, a cloud of uncertainty exists for both the employed and the 

unemployed. The current economic environment and lack of consumer confidence mean that 

marketing “security and trust” to your members is essential.

By Richard Acello

“The banks got their bailout, but what about 
you?” 

That’s the opening line for just one of dozens of TV 
ads promising quick relief from consumer debt. 
Even as the economy enters the third quarter of 
this year of recovery, the signs of recession are 
persistent: unemployment approaching 10 per-

cent, a standoff between banks and borrowers over demand/
availability of consumer credit, and a massive cloud of uncer-
tainty over what effect the soaring national debt, stubbornly 
high individual debt and various national initiatives like health 
care reform will do to the national economy. 
 But, an economy that sells a million $495 iPads in a month 
can’t be doing too poorly. Plus, both auto sales and housing 
purchases are on the rise, though off miserably depressed lev-
els of sales in 2009. Assuming an economic recovery is un-
derway, not everyone will be able to take advantage of it in the 
same way. For marketers of credit unions, the distinction is 
critical since they are looking to find the prospects most likely 
to have both demand for products and supplies of cash and 
credit.
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